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                                                       Questions Marks Level 

 Very short questions:   

Q.1 Mr. Smith, a foreign national visited India and was arrested on 

the suspicion of smuggling gold. He did not have the means to 

engage a lawyer and was thus unable to present his case. Identify 

the fundamental right of Mr. Smith violated in the above 

situation: a. Article 14 – Right to equality b. Article 19 – Right to 

freedom c. Article 21 – Right to life and personal liberty d. 

Article 24 – Right against exploitation 

1 Understanding 

Q.2 Ashok was convicted and awarded death penalty in a rarest of 

rare case by the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India in the year 

2010. The sentence has not 1 4 A 2 been executed till date while 

Ashok is languishing in Tihar Jail waiting for the execution. 

Which of the following options can be best applied in this 

situation: a. Ashok cannot be given any relief as it’s a rarest of 

rare case b. Ashok has a right to appeal as the wait period is 

longer than 5 years c. Ashok does not have a right to appeal as no 

appeal can be filed against the judgment of a Supreme Court b. 

Ashok has a right to appeal on the ground of reformation 

1 Knowledge 

Q.3  Under which international covenant are the right to life, liberty 

and security included?     

1 HOTS 

Q.4  Which clauses did the English Bill of Rights include? 2 Understanding 

Q.5  Saahi, a resident of Candia, fearing persecution on the grounds of 

nationality, seeks asylum from a neighboring country, and is 

unwilling to 2 4 A 3 return to Candia. What is the status of Saahi 

in International Law? Identify the International convention which 

provides legal safeguards to Saahi in this context. 

2 HOTS 

Q.6 What do you mean by Equality Principle? 2 Knowledge 

Q.7 What power does article 19 give to the state? When can state use 

this power? 

2 Logic 

 Short answer questions:   

Q.8 Rehana was denied admission in a government school. Which 

fundamental right of Rehana has been violated? Explain.  

3 Understanding 

Q9 What are Directive Principles of State Policy? State its main 

features and give one instance where a DPSP was raised to the 

status of Fundamental Right. 

3 Multiconceptual 

Q10 Human Rights are an integrated part of an individual’s life. 

Which human rights can an accused claim? 

3 Value based 

 Long answer questions:   

   Q.11 Spencer Rebello, a Christian feels that his human rights are 

violated. Which commission should he approach? What are the 

powers functions of that commission? 

5 Logic 

Q.12 Ajit was suspected of being involved in child abduction and 

merely on this suspicion was assaulted by the inhabitants of his 

village. A detailed report came in the newspaper highlighting the 

inaction of state agencies in protecting Ajit and his basic non 

derogable rights. Name the specialized body which can take 

action against the state agency. Give its functions and powers. 

5 Knowledge 


